Manuscripts Under Review


Manuscripts Under Revision


Manuscripts in Draft Form

Butner, J. Gagnon, K, Geuss, M., Malloy, T. Kramer, M., Stefanucci, J. Form perception through phase relations of the retina ganglion cell firing and extraocular muscle contraction.

Manuscripts in Preparation

There shouldn't be dragons: Mapping psychological phenomena. First author. To Be Submitted to Psychological Review.

Paper on depression and diabetes led by K. Baucom. Authorship position yet to be determined.

Paper on the coupled relationships between A1c and GPA led by J. Winnick. Authorship position yet to be determined.

Paper on the relationship between secrecy and parent/adolescent ability to regulate diabetes led by Alexandra Main. Authorship position yet to be determined.

Paper on the relationship between adherence and self-reported vs. performance based indicators of executive function led by Yana Suchy. Authorship position yet to be determined.

Paper on the relationship between multiple reporters of adherence and A1c longitudinally led by C. Berg. Authorship position yet to be determined.

Book in Preparation

Butner, J.E. Quantitative Reasoning Under a Dynamical Social Science. Four Chapters Drafted.

Grants Under Review

Bryan, C. Early indicators of suicide found on social networks and other online forums. Submitted to Defense Suicide Prevention Office for $235,839.84. Role – Statistician.

Bryan, C. Feasibility of social media for detecting suicidal behaviors among non-treatment-seeking groups. Submitted to University of Utah Vice President of Research (SEED Funding) for $27,250.00 (still pending decision). Role - co-Investigator and Statistician.

Berg, C. & Helgeson, V. Self-regulation and collaborative coping with type 1 diabetes over the life span. DP3 through NIDDK for $4,500,000. Role – Co-investigator.

Grants in Preparation

Queen, T.L. Health influences on trajectories of activity engagement in older couples. Revision to be submitted by 6/30/14 to NIA for $100,000. Role – Co-investigator.
Committee Assignments

Research Participation Committee – Department, Current
CSBS Technology Liaison – Department, Current
Conflict of Interest – University, Current
Undergraduate - Department
Personnel – Department
Bachelor of University Studies – University
Technology Liaison – Department, Current
Chair of Quantitative Psychology Search - Department

Other Professional Activities

Co-Organizer of the Fred Rhodewalt Social Psychology Winter Conference
Member of consortium on Family Systems and Health across the Life-span
Mentor for Brian Baucom